TOUR: PALCOYO
PERU: CUSCO

Itinerary details

Vinincunca and Palcoyo Mountain are located 20 kilometers away from Cusco City; these mountains are opposite sides
of the same coin. Meanwhile, the only rainbow mountain Vinincunca receives thousands of visitants per day and
unfortunately, the negative impact caused by massive amount of people visiting it is already visible, Palcoyo lies as a
hidden gem. The mountain offers not just one, but three colorful mountains resting very peacefully.
The intensity of the red, blue, green, white and violet colors of Palcoyo Mountain, have nothing to envy it´s most famous
sister, Vinincunca. Considering the fact that arrive to Palcoyo only requires a leisurely walk during 45 minutes
approximately, through a well mark path, this destination offers a mesmerizing view and is less physical demanding.
Altitude: 4,900 meters above sea level
Season: all year round
Duration: 10 hours approximately
Difficulty level: regular (it’s important to acclimatize previous the activity)
Timetable (pick up): 6:30 am
Return: 18:00 pm approximately
Pick up from the hotel early morning (06.30 am). Afterwards, we will start our journey driving through the South Valley
until we arrive to Combapata. On route, we will appreciate the marvelous landscapes and fauna surrounding us. We will
continue upon the arrival to our destination, we will start a leisurely walk taking advantage of the wonderful view of the
colorful mountains.
The guide will share information about the surrounding area and you will have time to take remarkable photos and visit
the mountain. Finally, we will return to the vehicle, it will take us to Checacupe Bridge (01 hour away driving). Checacupe
is a suspension bridge fabricated by Quechua people in order to remain connected to the Inca Empire. After the visit to
the bridge, we will enjoy a delicious lunch and have spare time to rest.
We will return to the city of Cusco and leave you at your hotel.

End of services

NOTES
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Tours can be private or shared (with other tourist), these depends of the client’s decision. Prices are different for private and shared services. You can
require the quotations.
The tours timetable are subject to change without further notice; several circumstances may affect the time set.
It is recommend arriving to Cusco 2 or 3 days prior to the activity, in order acclimatize properly to the high altitude. If you require hotel accommodations or
additional services, please let us know.
Domestic flights are not included in the program. It can be included if the client requires it.
Lunch and dinners that are not mention in the program or itinerary, are not included.

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Proper shoes for hikes
Water resistance clothes
Sunglasses
Sunscreen
Headgear (hat – peaked cap)
Gloves
Warm clothes

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM?
➢
➢

INCLUDED: Briefing, touristic transport, bilingual guide, entrance fee, food (Snack, buffet lunch), anti-shock hike sticks, rain poncho, pads and blankets for
the cold, communication by radio, first aid kit and oxygen.
NOT INCLUDED: Taxes, water, alcoholic beverages, digital camera for video and photos, horse rental.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
➢
➢
➢
➢

The agency will not make any refund, if the participant decides to cancel the trip or desists to continue the program
The participant must declare if he / she has any illness or personal treatment, and he / she must bring his / her own medicine.
The agency will not be responsible for natural problems (Landslides) or other problems, in case of strikes and delayed train departures.
All participants must bring their original passport and if applicable, their “ISIC” student card.

RESERVATIONS
If you require a quotation, please send us an email to hola@andean-tours.com and provide the following information:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Number of adults interested in booking the trip:
Number of children (please specify the age) interested in booking the trip:
Hotels at each destination:
Room categories: Single, double-matrimonial, double-twin beds (some hotels do not have triple rooms, only can offer an extra bed or rollaway).
Tentative date of arrival to Peru:
Tentative date of return to your country:
Special request:

Keep in mind that hotels, trains and some services are subject to availability.

PAYMENT
➢
➢

Once we send you the quotation and modifications are finalize, we will proceed to reserve all the services required. Eventually booking all services takes
between 24 to 48 hours.
We accept wire transfers (you must cover the extra fee charges) & PayPal

CONTACT INFORMATION
Calle Los Antares 320 Torre A OF 506 Urbanización La Alborada, Surco
Phone number: +51-1-2004320
E-mail: contacto@andean-tours.com

